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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the impact of individual variable-range power control on the physical and network connectivity,

network capacity, and power savings of wireless multihop networks such as ad hoc and sensor networks. First, using previous work by

Steele [18], we show that, for a path attenuation factor � ¼ 2, the average range of links in a planar random network of A m2 having

n nodes is � c
ffiffiffi
A
p

n�1 . We show that this average range is approximately half the range obtained when common-range transmission

control is used. Combining this result and previous work by Gupta and Kumar [8], we derive an expression for the average traffic

carrying capacity of variable-range-based multihop networks. For � ¼ 2, we show that this capacity remains constant even when more

nodes are added to the network. Second, we derive a model that approximates the signaling overhead of a routing protocol as a

function of the transmission range and node mobility for both route discovery and route maintenance. We show that there is an

optimum setting for the transmission range, not necessarily the minimum, which maximizes the capacity available to nodes in the

presence of node mobility. The results presented in this paper highlight the need to design future MAC and routing protocols for

wireless ad hoc and sensor networks based, not on common-range which is prevalent today, but on variable-range power control.

Index Terms—Multihop networks, ad hoc networks, traffic capacity, network connectivity, power savings.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

EFFECTIVE transmission power control is a critical issue in
the design and performance of wireless ad hoc net-

works. Today, the design of packet radios and protocols for
wireless ad hoc networks is primarily based on common-
range transmission control. For example, the design of
routing and MAC protocols for wireless ad hoc networks
use common-range maximum transmission power. In this
paper, we take an alternative approach and make a case for
variable-range transmission control. We argue that variable-
range transmission control should underpin the design of
future wireless ad hoc networks and not common-range
transmission control.

In this paper, we investigate the trade-offs and limita-
tions of using a common-range transmission approach and
show how variable-range transmission control can improve
the overall network performance [6]. We analyze the impact
of power control on the connectivity at both the physical
and network layers. We compare how routing protocols
based on common-range and variable-range transmission
control techniques impact a number of system performance
metrics, such as the connectivity, traffic carrying capacity,
and power conserving properties of wireless ad hoc
networks. The manner in which each of these performance
metrics is affected by power control and the resulting
interaction and interdependencies between these different
system metrics is complex to model and understand. For

example, transmitting with higher power may improve the
performance of the network layer by reducing the number
of forwarding nodes and, therefore, the signaling overhead
to maintain routes. However, such an approach is likely to
negatively impact the performance of the medium access
control (MAC) layer as wireless nodes experience increased
interference when they attempt to transmit.

Power control affects the performance of the physical
layer in two ways. First, power control impacts the traffic
carrying capacity of the network. On the one hand,
choosing too high a transmission power reduces the
number of forwarding nodes needed to reach the intended
destination, but as mentioned above, this creates excessive
interference in a medium that is commonly shared. In
contrast, choosing a lower transmission power reduces the
interference seen by potential transmitters, but packets
require more forwarding nodes to reach their intended
destination. In [8], the authors show that, when considering
the physical layer only, reducing the transmission power is
a better approach because this increases the traffic carrying
capacity of the network. Second, power control affects the
connectivity of the resulting network. By a connected
network, we mean a network in which any node has a
potential route of physical links (or forwarding nodes) to
reach any intended receiver node. A high transmission
power increases the connectivity of the network by
increasing the number of direct links seen by each node,
but this is at the expense of reducing network capacity.

However, it is not possible to arbitrarily reduce the
transmission power to any value to promote a higher
capacity and energy savings. Rather, there is a minimum
bound for the transmission power necessary to avoid
network partitions [7]. In [7], the authors assume that all
nodes use the same common transmission power. This
power is varied until a connected tree is constructed. In this
paper, we consider the use of variable-range transmission
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control to allow nodes to construct a minimum spanning
tree (MST) [4]. We show that the use of a minimum
spanning tree can lead toward a lower total weight than a
tree based on common-range transmission links that
minimally avoids network partitions.

The type of power control used can also impact the
connectivity and performance of the network layer. Choos-
ing a higher transmission power increases the connectivity
of the network. Routing protocols can take advantage of
fully connected networks to provide multiple routes for a
given source-destination pair in cases where some nodes or
links fail [16]. However, this goal is achieved at the expense
of reducing network capacity and energy-savings. In
addition, power control impacts the signaling overhead of
routing protocols used in mobile wireless ad hoc networks.
Higher transmission power decreases the number of
forwarding hops between source-destination pairs, there-
fore reducing the signaling load necessary to maintain
routes when nodes are mobile. The signaling overhead of
routing protocols can consume a significant percentage of
the available resources at the network layer, reducing the
end user’s bandwidth and power availability. This is
compounded by the fact that topology changes in wireless
and mobile networks occur at a much faster time scale in
comparison to wired networks. Thus, routing protocols
should be capable of rapidly responding to these changes
using minimal signaling and taking into account the power
reserves distributed in wireless networks.

Existing routing protocols discussed in the mobile ad hoc
networks (MANET) working group of the IETF [10] are
designed to discover routes using flooding techniques at
common-range maximum transmission power. These pro-
tocols are optimized to minimize the number of hops
between source-destination pairs, promoting minimum
end-to-end delay. Delivering data packets using a “mini-
mum-hop route,” however, requires more transmission
power to reach the destination and reduces the network
capacity compared to an alternative approach that uses
lower transmission power levels. MANET routing protocols
[2] discover unknown routes using high power to reduce
both the signaling overhead and to make sure routing
information is entirely flooded in the network. This
increases the physical connectivity of nodes in MANET-
based wireless ad hoc networks. Such a design philosophy
favors connectivity to the potential detriment of potential
power-savings and available capacity. Even the assumption
that reducing the number of forwarding nodes minimizes
end-to-end delays may not hold true in reality. This is
certainly the case in densely populated wireless ad hoc
networks due to the excessive interference generated while
always transmitting at maximum transmission power.

Systems based on common-range transmission control
[10] usually assume homogeneously distributed nodes.
Such a regime, however, raises a number of concerns and
is an impractical assumption in real networks. For some
nodes, the topology will be too sparse with the risk of
having network partitions. For other nodes, the topology
will be too dense, resulting in many nodes competing for
transmission in a shared medium. This problem is dis-
cussed in [14], where the authors propose a method to

control the transmission power levels in order to control the
network topology (e.g., to avoid a topology that is either too
sparse or too dense). The work in [14] is concerned with
controlling the connectivity of the network and ignores the
routing and traffic-carrying capacity aspects of the problem.

Modifying existing MANET routing protocols to pro-
mote lower transmission power levels in order to increase
network capacity and potentially higher throughput seen
by applications is not a trivial nor viable solution. For
example, lowering the common transmission power forces
MANET routing protocols to generate a prohibitive amount
of signaling overhead to maintain routes in the presence of
node mobility. Similarly, it is not possible to reduce the
common transmission power to any value. There is a
minimum transmission power beyond which nodes may
become disconnected from other nodes in the network.
Because of these characteristics, MANET routing protocols
do not provide a suitable foundation for capacity-aware
and power-aware routing in emerging wireless ad hoc
networks.

The main contribution of this paper is that it confirms the
need to study, design, implement, and analyze new routing
protocols based on variable-range transmission approaches
that can exploit the theoretical power savings and improved
capacity indicated by the results presented in this paper.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 studies
the impact of power control on the physical layer. In
Section 3, we extend our analysis to the network layer and
consider mobility. In particular, we investigate and model
the signaling overhead of a common-range transmission-
based routing protocol considering both route discovery
and route maintenance. In Section 4, we present numerical
examples to further analyze the models derived in Sections 2
and 3. Section 5 discusses our results and their implication
on the design of future protocols for wireless ad hoc
networks. Finally, we present related work in Section 6 and
some concluding remarks in Section 7

2 PHYSICAL CONNECTIVITY

We represent a wireless ad hoc network as a graph as a
means to discuss several results of interest. Consider a
graph M with a vertex (e.g., node) set V ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng
and edge (e.g., link) set E ¼ fðxi; xjÞg : 1 � j � n for
xi � <d; 1 � i � n.1 Here, the weight of an edge e ¼
ðxi; xjÞ � E is denoted by jej, where jej ¼ jxi � xjj equals
the Euclidean distance from xi to xj.

Vertices or nodes in M are allowed to use different
transmission power levels P to communicate with other
nodes in their neighborhood, Pmin � P � Pmax. Connectiv-
ity from node xi transmitting at power Pi to node xj exists if
and only if Sj > S0, where Sj is the received signal to
interference ratio (SIR) at node j and S0 is the minimum SIR
necessary to receive a packet correctly. In this paper, we
model the received signal using a traditional decay function
of the transmitted power, e.g., Sj � Pi

jxi�xjj� , where 2 � � � 4.
It is important to note that any propagation model can also
be incorporated without modifying the applicability and
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accuracy of the analysis and results that follow. In the rest
of the paper, we will use transmission range rather than
transmission power for convenience.

Definition. A route or walk from node u to node v is an
alternating sequence of nodes and links representing a
continuous traversal from node u to node v.

Definition. A graph M is connected if, for every pair of nodes u
and v, there is a walk from u to v.

Definition. The transmission range of node i transmitting with
power Pi, denoted Ri is the maximum distance from node i
where connectivity with another node exists.

Definition. The common transmission range of nodes transmit-
ting with a common transmission power Pcom, denoted Rcom,
is the maximum distance where two nodes can communicate
with each other.

2.1 Common-Range Transmission Control

We analyze the case where all nodes use a common
transmission range ðRcomÞ to communicate with peer nodes
in the network. This case is of particular importance
because a common transmission range approach is the
foundation of most routing protocols in ad hoc networks
[9]. Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c illustrate an example of the
resulting graph for different common transmission power
values. The dotted circles in Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c correspond
to the transmission range of each node.

Definition. The connectivity kðMÞ of a graphM is the minimum
number of vertices needed to disconnect M. This measure
indicates the ability of the network to retain connections among
its nodes after some links or nodes are removed.

A high kðMÞ value may be desired from a certain point
of view because it provides the graph with several

alternative routes in case some edges come down due to
nodes powering down, node’s movement, or links facing
severe fading conditions. However, a high level of con-
nectivity may create too much interference for simultaneous
transmissions with the resulting channel contention and
associated delays. Thus, it seems reasonable to reduce the
common transmission range to allow for space/frequency-
reuse in the network, hence reducing the number of
contending/interfering nodes per attempted transmission.
Reducing the common transmission range, however, needs
careful examination. It is not possible to arbitrarily reduce
Rcom to any value in order to maintain a connected graph.
Rather, there is a lower bound of Rcom, Rmin

com , that is needed
to maintain the connected graph.

Definition. The minimum common transmissions range,
denoted Rmin

com , is the minimum value of Rcom that maintains
a connected graph.

This bound depends on the density and distribution of
nodes in the network. Packets transmitted using less power
than required to maintain Rmin

com are likely to get lost rather
than reaching the final destination node. This may lead to
network partitions. In [7], Gupta and Kumar found an
expression to characterize the dependence of the common
transmission range and the connectivity of the wireless
network. They found that when the range of Rcom is such
that it covers a disk of area lognþkn

n [7], then the probability
that the resulting network is connected converges to one as
the number of nodes n goes to infinity if and only if
kn ! þ1. Then, the critical transmission range for con-
nectivity of n randomly placed nodes in A square meters is
shown to be [7]

Rmin
com > ð1þ �Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A lnn

�n

r
; � > 0: ð1Þ

Definition. A tree T with node set V is called a spanning tree of
V if each node of V is incident to at least one edge of T .

Definition. A minimum spanning tree for V , denoted MST, is a
tree such that the sum of the edge weights is minimal among
all the spanning trees.

In this case, the minimum common transmission range is the
minimum value of the transmission range that permits the
construction of a spanning tree. In [8], Gupta and Kumar
found the average traffic carrying capacity � that can be
supported by the network to be given by

�ðRÞ � 16AW

��2nLR
; ð2Þ

where A is the total area of the network, L is the average
distance between source-destination pairs, and each trans-
mission can be up to a maximum of W bits/second. There
can be no other transmission within a distance ð1þ�ÞR
from a transmitting node. The quantity � > 0 models the
notion of allowing only weak interference. Since �ðRÞ is
inversely dependent on R, one wishes to decrease R. As
discussed earlier, too low a value of R results in network
partitions. This justifies our goal of reducing the common
power level to the lowest value at which the network is
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Fig. 1. Transmission range and graph connectivity: (a) Illustrates a fully
connected network where all nodes are reachable in one hop (e.g.,
kv >> 1), (b) illustrates a connected network, (c) illustrates the case
where at least one node is disconnected forming network partitions, and
(d) illustrates a minimum spanning tree that uses variable-range
transmission with node xr as root of the tree.



connected. Combining (1) and (2), it is clear that the average
maximum traffic carrying capacity of the network that uses
a common transmission power is limited by

�ðRmin
comÞ �

16
ffiffiffiffi
A
p
ffiffiffi
�
p

�2L

Wffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n lnn
p : ð3Þ

If the maximum traffic carrying capacity of the network is
bounded by the lowest value of R that keeps the network
connected, then one can easily ask the question if the use
of variable-range transmission can reduce the value of R
beyond the bound given by (1), thus increasing the average
traffic carrying capacity and power savings of the network.
This intuition motivates the study of variable-range trans-
mission policies that follow.

2.2 Variable-Range Transmission

Now, let us assume that each node can dynamically control
the transmission power it uses independently of other
nodes.

Definition. The weight (or cost) of each individual link e in
graph M, denoted  ðjejÞ, is the minimum transmission range
between two nodes connected by link e.

Definition. The end-to-end weight of a route from node u to
node v is the summation of the weight of the individual links
representing a continuous traversal from node u to node v.

Let us also assume that there is a unique route between
any source-destination pair in the network that minimizes
the end-to-end weight and that the average range of each
transmission using these unique routes is R. It is interesting
to compare the ratio between Rmin

com and R because such a
ratio accounts for how much lower a capacity is obtained
and extra power is used in the network for holding to a
common transmission power approach.

Now, let us again randomly pick a node in M, say xr,
where 1 � r � n, and compute a minimum spanning tree
(MST) to all the other n� 1 nodes in V using node xr as the
root of the MST. Fig. 1d illustrates an example of an MST
with node xr as the root of the tree.2 If E is such that the
distances jxi � xjj are all different, then there is a unique
MST for V . Dividing the weight of the MST (denoted by
Mðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ) by the number of edges in the tree, we get
the average range of each transmission for a MST ðRMST Þ.
Therefore,

RMST ¼
Mðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ

n� 1
: ð4Þ

To generalize, let Mðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ be the weight of the
MST, denoted as

Mðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ ¼ min
X
e�E

 ðjejÞ; ð5Þ

where the minimum is over all connected graphs T with
node set V . The weighting function which is of the most
interest is  ðjejÞ � jej�, where 2 � � � 4. In [18], Steele
showed that, if xi, 1 � i <1 are uniformly distributed
nodes and M is the weight of the MST of ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ

using the edge weight function  ðjejÞ ¼ jej�, where

0 < � < d, then there is a constant cð�; dÞ such that, with

probability 1,

Mðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ � cð�; dÞnðd��Þ=d as n!1; ð6Þ

where cð�; dÞ is a strictly positive constant that depends

only on the power attenuation factor � and the dimension d

of the Euclidean space being analyzed. Thus, the average

weight of the edges of a minimum spanning tree using (4) is

RMST � cð�; dÞ
nðd��Þ=d

n� 1
; 0 < � < d: ð7Þ

2.2.1 The Special Case of <2

In order to compare RMST with Rmin
com , we need to derive an

expression for RMST for <2 and  ðjejÞ ¼ jej� for the

particular case where 2 � � � 4. Because of the condition

0 < � < d in (7), setting d ¼ 2 limits the value of � to � < 2.

Since lim�!2 n
ðd��Þ=d ¼ 1 for d ¼ 2, the following simplifica-

tion still holds:

lim
�!2

RMST � cð�! 2; d ¼ 2Þ 1

n� 1
; n!1: ð8Þ

Equation (8) assumes the area of the network to be a

normalized 1 m2. For a network of area A m2, we must scale

the previous result by
ffiffiffiffi
A
p

. Thus, the average minimum

transmission range of n randomly placed nodes in A m2 is

lim
�!2

RMST � cð�! 2; d ¼ 2Þ
ffiffiffiffi
A
p

n� 1
: ð9Þ

Despite its simplicity, this expression forRMST and �! 2

holds fairly well for large n, as we will show later in

Section 4 when we present numerical examples. However,

we cannot extend the validity of this expression for the case

where � > 2 because of the 0 < � < d limitation of the model

[18]. How much the results change for the general case of

2 � � � 4 requires further analysis. Comparing the com-

mon-range and variable-range transmission expressions, we

end up comparing the expressions
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
logn
�n

q
for common range

with the expression 1
n�1 for variable-range transmissions.

These expressions decrease their values asymptotically as n

increases. Therefore, the absolute difference between com-

mon-range and variable-range transmission values is

determined by the respective proportionality constants

(e.g., ð1þ �Þ for common and cð� ¼ 2; d ¼ 2Þ for variable-

range transmission). In Section 4, we show results of

numerical examples to compute the proportionality con-

stants for both Rmin
com and RMST . As we show later, a variable-

range transmission policy can significantly reduce the

average transmission range used compared with the

minimum common-range transmission bound. This result

has a significant impact on the performance of wireless

ad hoc networks, since it suggests that a variable-range

transmission policy may increase the capacity and power

savings of the network.
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Capacity Analysis. Now, we compute the traffic carrying
capacity for variable-range based ad hoc networks. Using
the same example by Gupta and Kumar in [8], consider two
simultaneous transmissions, one from T to R and another
from T 0 to R0, as shown in Fig. 2a. In contrast to the example
described in [8], where both transmissions use the same
transmission range of r meters, the range of transmission
shown in Fig. 2a from T to R is with a meters while from T 0

to R0 is with b meters, respectively. This illustrates the
different transmission ranges that will appear in a variable-
range-based ad hoc network. Similar to the analysis in [8],
for R to hear T and for R0 to hear T 0, we need jT �Rj � a
and jT 0 �R0j � b, respectively. Considering the triangle with
vertex points ðT;R;R0Þ in Fig. 2a, we have, from the triangle
inequality, that jT �Rj þ jR�R0j � jT �R0j � ð1þ�Þa or
jR�R0j � ð1þ�Þa� a � �a. Similarly, for the triangle
with vertex points ðT 0; R0; RÞ, we get jR�R0j � �b.

The reader may wonder why we obtain two different
values for jR�R0j in Fig. 2a. The answer to this question is
that the value of jR�R0j depends on the range used by the
transmitting node in each triangle. Let us again go back to
the case in [8] where a common transmission range of
r meters is used. In this case, the minimum distance
between two receivers R and R0 is always jR�R0j � �r. As
a result, disks of radius �r=2 around R and R0 are disjoint
of each other. Dividing the total area of the network by the
area of one of these disks, we obtain the maximum number
of simultaneous receptions in the network, from which (3)
follows. In our case, illustrated in Fig. 2a, we have two
different transmission ranges, and that explains why we
obtain jR�R0j � �a when node T transmits with a range of
a meters and jR�R0j � �b when node T 0 transmits with a
range of b meters. Variation in the value of jR�R0jmakes it
difficult to find the equivalent of disjoint disks found in [8]
(see Fig. 2b). In order to find the area and location of disjoint
disks in a variable-range setting, it will be necessary to
know the range and location of all transmissions in the
network, which is difficult to express analytically.

We resolve this problem by taking advantage of the fact
that variations around the average weight of edges in an
MST decrease when the density of nodes increases. We take
results from Section 4 and present Table 1, which shows the
mean and standard deviation of the weight of edges in a
MST when n nodes are randomly positioned in a 200� 200
network.

The main result from Table 1 is that, for a large n, the
weight of edges in an MST are roughly constant (or a � b in
the context of Fig. 2a). Therefore, the capacity analysis for
common-range-based ad hoc networks used in [8] can be
applied to variable-range as well. For a large n, therefore, it
is a good approximation to combine (2) and (9) to obtain the
average carrying traffic capacity of the network for a
variable-range transmission power policy as

�ðRMST Þ �
16

ffiffiffiffi
A
p

W

��2L
; n!1: ð10Þ

Equation (10) suggests that using an optimum variable
transmission power in the network keeps the per node
average traffic carrying capacity constant even if more
nodes are added to a fixed area network. This result is quite
surprising since intuition says we should expect that per
node capacity decreases while adding more nodes in a fixed
area as is the case for the common transmission range case.
The reason why the capacity remains constant in the
variable range case scenario, we believe, is because the
addition of more nodes reduces the average transmission
range and, thus, increases the capacity in the same
proportion as the capacity itself decreases with the addition
of more nodes. This result, however, should be taken with
caution. First, it will be difficult to achieve the necessary
high density of nodes, and second, some minimum
transmission power levels may be below Pmin, the mini-
mum transmission power value allowed in a radio modem.
Finally, (10) relies on simulation data and, therefore, it is an
empirical result at this moment. We are currently working
on a more formal proof.

The previous analysis for both common-range and
variable-range transmissions does not consider node mobi-
lity, however. For the case where nodes move in random
directions at random speeds, the results derived in this
section still hold. The reason is that, even in the presence of
mobility, the distribution of nodes in the network remains
homogeneous at any particular time, which is a necessary
condition for the analysis shown in this section to be valid.
Node mobility, however, does impact the signaling over-
head of the routing protocol and, therefore, it affects the
available capacity left to mobile nodes (e.g., effective
capacity). We quantify the impact of node mobility on the
signaling overhead of the routing protocol and its impact on
the effective capacity available to mobile nodes given a
certain transmission range. The analysis presented in the
next section generalizes and extends the results presented
in this section for mobile ad hoc networks.
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Fig. 2. (a) Protocol model of interference. (b) Disks of unknown radii

around the receivers are disjoint.

TABLE 1
Mean Value and Standard Deviation of the Weight of

Edges in a MST versus Number of Nodes



3 NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

In the previous section, we discussed physical connectivity
issues and how they relate to network capacity and power
savings in wireless ad hoc networks. Physical connectivity
alone, however, does not provide nodes with end-to-end
connectivity. A routing protocol is necessary to provide
nodes with the means to communicate with each other in a
multihop environment. The transmission range used has a
significant impact on the rate of signaling packets required
to discover and maintain these “pipes” of connectivity over
time in the presence of a node’s mobility. The derivations
that we present in this section are focused on the behavior
of an ideal on-demand common-range transmission-based
routing protocol. We will discuss the specifics of variable-
range transmission-based routing protocols at the end of
this section.

The choice of the common transmission power used
impacts the number of signaling packets required by the
routing protocol. The use of a low common transmission
power increases the number of intermediate nodes between
source-destination pairs. These intermediate nodes move in
and out of existing routes, requiring the routing protocol to
take periodic actions to repair these routes in time. It is
expected that the lower the common transmission power
used, the higher the number of signaling packets required
by the routing protocol to discover and maintain routes.
Those signaling packets consume capacity and power
resources in the network. Choosing a low common
transmission power, hoping to increase network capacity,
as suggested by the analysis in the previous section, may
generate too many signaling packets in the presence of node
mobility, and therefore, a higher transmission power may
be desirable. In what follows, we study this trade-off.

3.1 Mobility Analysis

In general, there will be none, one, or several intermediate
forwarding nodes between source-destination pairs. Fig. 3b
illustrates an example of a route from a source node S to a
destination node D involving several forwarding nodes.
Each circle in Fig. 3b represents the transmission range of
each forwarding node in this route. The shaded regions
illustrated in Fig. 3b represent the overlapping regions
between forwarding nodes.

Using the same notation as in Section 2, consider a
graph M with a node set V ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng and link set
E ¼ fðxi; xjÞg : 1 � j � n for xi � <2; 1 � i � n. Nodes move
at a speed of v meters per second in random directions.
Fig. 3c highlights one of these overlapping regions. The
length of the arc of the circle subtended by an angle �,
shown as S in Fig. 3c, is R�. The area of the overlapping
region b is then given by

b ¼ R2ð�� sin �Þ ¼ 2R2 arccos
d

R

� �
� 2d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2 � d2
p

¼ 2R2 arccos
R� h
R

� �
� 2ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p

:

ð11Þ

This expression is an approximation only. Forwarding
nodes do not always space themselves equally along a path
and they may move in random directions with respect to
each other. As a result, the actual overlapping area for each
forwarding node may be smaller or larger in size than b.

The factor h plays a crucial role in the operation and
performance of routing protocols for wireless ad hoc
networks. This dependency is illustrated in Fig. 3c and
Fig. 3d for a different context. In Fig. 3c, h accounts for how
much area between adjacent nodes overlaps after each
message is forwarded. In this case, h ranges from a
minimum of R

2 meters to a maximum of R meters. For a
different meaning in Fig. 3d, h accounts for the overlapping
region between nodes that are not adjacent to each other,
but require a third node in between to establish a route.
Later, the value of h ranges from a minimum of 0 meters to
a maximum of R

2 meters. When a forwarding node moves
outside its forwarding region, a new node in that region
needs to take its place (see Fig. 3d). We call this process a
route-repair event. Having h ¼ 0 in Fig. 3d indicates that
forwarding nodes are located on a straight line connecting
source-destination nodes and there is a minimum number
of hops involved. Having h ¼ 0 similarly means that any
node’s movement results in a route-repair event. As a
result, having small h is only feasible in static networks
(e.g., sensor networks). On the other hand, having h! R

2 in
Fig. 3d minimizes the number of route-repair events seen by
the routing protocol at the expense of significantly increas-
ing the number of forwarding nodes per route. Setting the
value of h in a real network is rather difficult and, in
general, the value of h is constantly changing as forwarding
nodes may move in different directions at different speeds.

In most on-demand routing protocols [2], for ad hoc
networks, there are route-discovery and route-maintenance
phases. Route-discovery is responsible for finding new
routes between source-destination pairs, whereas route-
maintenance is responsible for updating existing routes in
the presence of node mobility. In what follows, we derive a
model to compute the signaling overhead of each compo-
nent in an on-demand routing protocol as a function of the
common transmission range being used.
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Fig. 3. Routing in MANET-type ad hoc networks. (a) Route discovery.
(b) Route maintenance. (c) Overlapping region between two adjacent
nodes. (d) Overlapping region between two nodes out of range requiring
a third node to establish a route.



3.2 Route Discovery

A source node intending to transmit a packet to a

destination node outside its transmission range needs a

chain of one or more forwarding nodes in order to

successfully reach the intended destination node. We call

this process of finding such a chain of nodes route-discovery.

Fig. 3a illustrates a route-discovery process where node S

searches for a route toward node D. The solid circles in

Fig. 3a illustrate the transmission range of the nodes

associated with the final route, whereas the dotted circles

illustrate the transmission range of nodes in all other

directions that did not become part of the final route. Route-

discovery can become very demanding in terms of both the

number of signaling packets generated as well as the delay

involved in finding the intended receiver. An important

part of the complexity found in most routing protocols for

on-demand ad hoc networks is how to reduce this

overhead. In this analysis, however, we will consider that

the process of route-discovery consists of flooding the entire

network with a route-discovery request.

A node searching for a route broadcasts a route-

discovery message which is heard within a circular region

A ¼ �R2. Assuming that the intended receiver is not located

within this region, then another node in region A will

rebroadcast the original message, thus extending the region

unreachable by the original broadcast message, and so on

[13]. However, a percentage of the second broadcast is

wasted because it overlaps with the area covered by the first

broadcast message (see Fig. 3a). This problem is also

addressed in [12]. As a result, there is an inherent space-

waste while flooding the network with broadcast messages.

The node transmitting the second broadcast message can be

located anywhere between 0 and R meters from the node

transmitting the first broadcast message. This is equivalent

to varying the parameter h between R
2 and R (see Fig. 3c).

The average overlapping area of a rebroadcast message is

a ¼ 2

R

Z R

R
2

�
2R2 arccos

�
R� h
R

�
� 2ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p �

dh:

ð12Þ

For the first part in (12), integrating by parts with s ¼ R�h
RZ

2R2 arccos

�
R� h
R

�
¼ �

Z
2R3 s

1� s2
ds

� 2R3s arccos ðsÞ; ð13Þ

substitute t ¼ 1� s2

¼
Z
R3 1ffiffi

t
p dt� 2R3s arccosðsÞ

¼ 2R3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hR� h2

R2

r
� 2R2ðR� hÞ arccos

R� h
R

� �
:

ð14Þ

For the second part in (12), substituting s ¼ 2hR� h2, we
obtain

Z
�2ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p

dh ¼ � 2

3
ð2hR� h2Þ

3
2: ð15Þ

Putting the two parts together,

Z �
2R2 arccos

�
R� h
R

�
� 2ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p �

dh ¼

2R3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2hR� h2

R2

r
� 2R2ðR� hÞ arccos

�
R� h
R

�
� 2

3
ð2hR� h2Þ

3
2:

ð16Þ

Finally, the average overlapping region between the first

and second broadcast messages is

a ¼ 2

R

Z R

R
2

�
2R2 arccos

�
R� h
R

�
� 2ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p �

dh

� 0:68A:

ð17Þ

Clearly, a rebroadcast message may overlap not only

with the originating node, but potentially with regions

covered by rebroadcast messages by other nodes. Therefore,

the value of a may be even lower than � 0.68. If the total

area of the network is AT , then the total number QðRÞ of

broadcast messages at range R necessary to successfully

flood the network entirely is

QðRÞ � AT

ð1� 0:68ÞA ¼
AT

ð1� 0:68Þ�R2
: ð18Þ

Due to the reciprocal square dependence of the right-hand
side on R2 in (18), reducing the transmission power may
generate a prohibitive number of broadcast messages
necessary to completely flood the network for low values
of R. As a result, the use of a higher transmission range may
provide better performance (e.g., higher per node average
capacity).

3.3 Route Maintenance

A property of most MANET-style routing protocols is that

they attempt to minimize the number of forwarding nodes

per route in the network. The resulting effect of applying

this routing policy is that routes seem to fall on a region

connecting source and destination nodes (see Fig. 3b). From

the point of view of the routing protocol being used, there is

a region b where a potential forwarding node may be

located as the next hop in the route toward the destination

(assuming a high density of nodes allows for several nodes

to be located in that region). Fig. 3b illustrates an example of

this region for each forwarding node in the route toward

the destination. In what follows, we analyze how much

node mobility and transmission range impact the number of

route-repair events per second generated by the routing

protocol.

The number of nodes per second crossing region b,

denoted by M, is given by �vF
� . Here, � is the density of

nodes in the network, v is the velocity of nodes, and F is the

area boundary length or perimeter of region b. The

perimeter F of region b is given by

F ¼ 2S ¼ 2R� ¼ 4R arccos

�
R� h
R

�
; ð19Þ
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therefore,

M ¼
4�vR arccos

�
R�h
R

�

�
: ð20Þ

Equation (20) assumes that nodes move in a random
direction at a constant velocity and there is always
conservation of flow in the shaded region. Let N ¼ �b be
the average number of nodes in region b. A node entering
region b at speed v remains an average of T ¼ N=M seconds
inside the region before leaving. Using (19) and (20), we can
compute T ðRÞ as

T ðRÞ ¼
�R2 arccos

�
R�h
R

�
� �ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p

2vR arccos R�hR
:
ð21Þ

The parameter T directly relates to network connectivity
because it accounts for how long a node in a route remains in
a forwarding position before it needs to be replaced by a new
forwarding node. We can assume, therefore, that the number
of route-repair events in the network per second is
proportional to 1

T . If L is the average length in meters
separating source-destination pairs in the network over time,
then there are L=d forwarding nodes per route on the
average. Therefore, the average number of route-repair
events per second per route, JðRÞ, is proportional to L

R�h
1
T or

JðRÞ� L

ðR� hÞ�
2vRarccosðR�hR Þ

�R2arccosðR�hR Þ � �ðR� hÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p

�
:

ð22Þ

As we showed before, h can be expressed in terms of R,
therefore, the term arccosðR�hR Þ in (22) can be seen as a
constant. Since the parameter L is also a constant, the only
variables in (22) are the range R and the speed v. In terms of
transmission range only, the factor R2 in the denominator of
(22) dominates the behavior of JðRÞ and, thus, a higher
value of transmission range R keeps a forwarding node in
the route for a longer interval before there is a need to
replace it, thus requiring fewer signaling messages to
maintain existing routes. The actual number of signaling
messages necessary to maintain a route after a route-repair
event occurs depends on the actual operation of the routing
protocol being deployed.

3.4 Capacity and Signaling Overhead

Clearly, the rate of signaling packets generated by the
routing protocol has an impact on the capacity available to
nodes for data transmission. In (2), we showed an
expression for �ðRÞ, the average traffic carrying capacity
per node that can be supported by the network. Now, let C
be the number of bits exchanged by the routing protocol
triggered by a route-repair event. The value of C depends
on the number of signaling messages exchanged during
a route-repair operation and the average size of each
signaling message. Then, the total capacity available to
nodes using a transmission range R removing the portion of
the capacity used by the routing protocol is

�ðR; tÞ ¼ �ðR; tÞ � CJðR; tÞ: ð23Þ

The route-discovery process occurs once for each route and,
thus, the corresponding amount QðR; t0Þ is subtracted from
the available capacity of the network once. Therefore, it is
not taken into account in (23). This is in contrast with the
signaling overhead of the route-maintenance process, which
continuously uses a portion of the available capacity. We
mentioned previously that R must be made as small as
possible to maximize the traffic carrying capacity of the
network. In the previous section, we showed that R is
limited by (1) if a common transmission range is used and
by (7) if a variable-range transmission is used. Reducing the
transmission range, however, has the effect of increasing the
number of signaling packets transmitted to discover and
maintain routes in the presence of node mobility. Clearly,
there is an optimum setting of R for a given node mobility v
that maximizes the network capacity available to nodes.
Because route-discovery occurs once, we do not include
QðR; t0Þ in the derivation of Ropt,

d

dR
�ðRÞ ¼ d

dR

16AW

��2nLR

� d

dR

4CLvarccosðR�hR Þ
3ð�R2arccosðR�hR Þ � �ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p

Þ
:

ð24Þ

In order to remove the dependency on h in (24), we first
compute the average overlapping region b between two
forwarding nodes in a route. Because h can vary between 0
and R

2 , in this case (see Fig. 3d), the average overlapping
region is

b ¼ 2

R

Z R
2

0

�
½2R2 arccos

�
R� h
R

�
� 2ðR� hÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Rh� h2
p �

dh

¼� 0:16A;

ð25Þ

which corresponds to a value of h ¼ 0:265R or h � 1
4R.

Substituting this value in (24) and using the chain rule
dun

dR ¼ nun�1 du
dR , where u ¼ �R2arccosð34Þ � 3

16

ffiffiffi
7
p

�R2 and
n ¼ �1, we obtain

d

dR
�ðRÞ ¼ � 16AW

��2nLR2
�

4CLv arccosð34Þ

3ð�R2 arccosð34Þ � 3
16

ffiffiffi
7
p

�R2Þ2 d
dR

�
�R2 arccosð34Þ � 3

16

ffiffiffi
7
p

�R2

�

¼ � 16AW

��2nLR2
�

4CLv arccosð34Þ
�
� arccosð34Þ d

dR ðR2Þ � 3
ffiffi
7
p

�
16

d
dR ðR2Þ

�

3ð�R2 arccosð34Þ � 3
16

ffiffiffi
7
p

�R2Þ2

¼ � 16AW

��2nLR2
�

4CLv arccosð34Þ
�

2�R arccosð34Þ � 3
8

ffiffiffi
7
p

�R

�

3ð�R2 arccosð34Þ � 3
16

ffiffiffi
7
p

�R2Þ2
:

Simplifed,

¼ � 16AW

��2nLR2
�

128LCv arccosð34Þ
9
ffiffiffi
7
p

�R3 � 48�R3 arccosð34Þ
: ð26Þ
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Setting (26) equal to zero, we find the value of R that
maximizes �ðR; tÞ as

Ropt ¼
8C�2L2nv arccosð34Þ

AWð48 arccosð34Þ � 9
ffiffiffi
7
p
Þ
: ð27Þ

Results from this section show that there is an optimum
setting for the transmission range that is not necessarily
the minimum value we found in Section 2.2 based on
connectivity issues only, which maximizes the capacity
available to nodes in the presence of node mobility. This
result contrasts the main result of the previous section that
pointed toward minimizing the transmission range as a
means to increase the capacity of static networks.

The previous analysis is focused on the behavior of an
ideal on-demand common-range transmission based rout-
ing protocol. Most of the insights obtained from this section,
however, apply to variable-range transmission-based rout-
ing protocols as well. This is because the general trend “the
lower the transmission range used, the higher the number
of signaling packets required by the routing protocol to
discover and maintain routes” applies to both common-
range and variable-range based routing protocols as well
(this trend is supported by extensive simulations in
Section 4). There are, however, important differences that
are necessary to consider. In the case of an ideal variable-
range-based routing protocol, a node uses the minimum
transmission range to communicate with another node. The
use of a minimum transmission range implies that the
parameter T ðRÞ (the time interval that a moving node
remains in a route) is always equal to zero. As a result, even
the smallest movement of a node could trigger a route-
repair operation by the routing protocol. In the presence of
mobility, it is then necessary to increase this minimum
transmission range in order to increase the factor T ðRÞ to
reduce the signaling overhead. This solution, of course, will
lessen the advantages of variable-range based routing
protocols found for static networks. We are currently
investigating this trade-off.

4 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In what follows, we present numerical examples about
physical and network connectivity. We analyze the funda-
mental relationship (i.e., the ratio) between the Rmin

com and
RMST . In addition, we quantify the signaling overhead of
the network layer in the presence of node mobility.

4.1 Physical Connectivity

The main limitation with the previous derivations of both
Rmin
com and RMST is that they only hold for large values of n

and, similarly, the proportionality constants of both bounds
remain unknown. In order to quantitatively compare the
two bounds, we performed extensive computations to find
these constants. Fig. 4 shows the transmission range in a
200� 200 square network for different numbers of nodes
randomly distributed in the network. For each point in
Fig. 4, we performed 50 experiments, each of them using a
different seed number to vary the location of nodes in the
network. Fig. 4 contrasts RMST with Rmin

com (the numerical
values corresponds to the 99 percent confidence interval).

There are several interesting observations we can make
from Fig. 4. As expected from (1) and (7), the values of Rmin

com

and RMST decrease as the density of nodes per unit area
increases. This behavior is quite intuitive. The minimum
transmission range that keeps the network connected is
sensitive to the average number of nodes seen by any node
within its current transmission range. The more nodes in
the network, the more stable the average number of
neighbors per coverage area seen by a node, and, thus,
the lower the transmission range required to keep them
connected. A key observation from Fig. 4 relates to the ratio
Rmin
com=RMST which remains roughly constant and is � 2.

This results indicates that the value of the minimum common-
range transmission is approximately twice the average value of
the minimum variable-range transmission for similar routes.

As a caveat, these are numerical results and, therefore,
the results apply to the network settings only and cannot be
extended to other network topologies without further
experimentation. This result has its power consumption
counterpart. Using a common transmission power ap-
proach to routing results in routes that consume �
ð1� 2

2�Þ % ð2 < � < 4Þmore transmission power than routes
that use a variable-range transmission. Fig. 4 also shows the
theoretical bound for both RMST and Rmin

com using the
respective equations introduced earlier. We found that the
proportionality constant for RMST is Cð�; dÞ � 1, whereas
the proportionality constant for Rmin

com is � � 2. Fig. 4 clearly
shows that the model breaks down for a density below
0.0025 nodes=meter2 (e.g., n < 100).

Homogeneous distribution of nodes refers to the fact that
the number of neighbors seen by each node within its
transmission range remains more or less constant at least
for a large n. Because of edge effects, this property,
unfortunately, does not hold even when nodes are uni-
formly distributed in the network. A node located right at
the edge of the network has 1/2 as many neighbors, while a
node located in one of the corners (e.g., for a square
network) has 1/4 as many neighbors on the average
compared with a node located in a more central position
of the network. In Fig. 5, we recorded the position of the
node triggering the first partition of the network while
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finding Rmin
com in each of the 50 experiments of Fig. 4. We

found that approximately 50-60 percent of the time the node
triggering the partition is located in a position within
10 percent from the edge of the network. This confirms the
fact that edge effects can play a critical role in determining
the value of Rmin

com .

4.2 Network Connectivity

In Fig. 6, we plot the signaling overhead generated by the
route-discovery process QðRÞ as a function of the transmis-
sion range R. As expected, the number of broadcast
messages required to flood the network increases exponen-
tially as the transmission range decreases. Similarly, Fig. 6
shows QðRÞ for different sizes of network. Because QðRÞ
increases linearly with respect to At, for large networks,
flooding generates far too many signaling messages and
hierarchical routing approaches becomes more efficient.

In Fig. 7, we plot the average capacity per node, the
signaling overhead of route-maintenance, and the average
capacity left per node after removing the capacity used by the
signaling packets. The value of the parameters used for this

plot is as follows: L ¼ 50 meters, A ¼ 10;000 square meters,
v¼10 meters=second, W¼2;000;000 bits=second, C¼150 bits,
� ¼ 10 meters, and n ¼ 1;000 nodes. Fig. 7 shows that the
average available capacity per node increases as the common
transmission range decreases up to a certain point Popt. After
that point, the signaling overhead component dominates the
performance and the available average capacity per node
decreases sharply.

4.3 MANET Routing Protocols

In order to complement the previous analysis, we
performed a series of simulations to observe the behavior
of a MANET-type on-demand routing protocol stressing
the impact that varying transmission range has on the rate
of signaling messages generated. We use the ns2 simulator
and the CMU wireless extensions. Our simulation settings
are as follows: There are 50 nodes in a 1;500� 300 square
meters network, nodes move at a maximum speed of
v meters/second, and there are 20 CBR connections among
the 50 nodes. Each CBR connection transmits four packets
(512 bytes long) per second for the 900-second simulation
scenario. We use the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
protocol [9]. The mobility model in the simulator works in
the following way: A node randomly selects a destination
point within the network limits and then moves toward
that point at a speed selected uniformly between 0 and a
maximum speed. After reaching the destination point, a
node pauses for a period of time before moving to a new
randomly selected destination at a new speed. Fig. 8 shows
the signaling overhead of the routing protocol versus the
transmission power and node speed. As shown in Fig. 8,
the number of signaling packets is low for high transmis-
sion power values and grows in an exponential manner
when the transmission range approaches the minimum
common transmission range. A similar behavior is ob-
served in Fig. 9, which shows the number of times a
received packet found no routing information to continue
its journey toward the destination (e.g., because of the
number of network partitions). These results highlight the
fact that MANET-style routing protocols do not provide a
suitable foundation for the development of routing
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protocols that are capacity-aware and power-aware. The
choice of DSR in these experiments does not limit us from
generalizing these results to other MANET routing proto-
cols. This is because all MANET routing protocols to our
knowledge use a common broadcast transmission range to
discover and maintain routes. It is this particular feature
that shapes the results shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

5 DISCUSSION

Now, we discuss some deployment issues that motivates
further study of variable-range transmission support in the
design of protocols for wireless ad hoc networks. At the
physical layer we show that using a common-range
transmission based routing protocol results in routes that,
at best, involve transmission range levels that approxi-
mately double the average range in variable-range trans-
mission based routing protocols for similar routes. In
practice, however, it is relatively difficult to discover Rmin

com

from a practical implementation point of view. Similarly,
nodes in a real network are not uniformly distributed in the
network, but follow terrain and building layouts in complex
ways. These facts increase the gap between Rmin

com and RMST

for real network deployments. A common and safe

approach used in most MANET-type routing protocols for
ad hoc networks is to set Rcom >> Rmin

com , or simply,
Rcom ¼ Rmax. These solutions, while improving the physical
connectivity of the network, achieve that goal at the expense
of sacrificing network capacity and wasting transmission
power in the network significantly.

Fig. 10 illustrates the main drawback of a common
transmission range approach to routing. In this example the
smaller circle in Fig. 10 corresponds the minimum common
transmission range where node xi is not part of the graph.
Once node xi is part of the graph then the new minimum
common transmission range becomes the larger circle. For
real networks where nodes follow building and street
layouts, this type of scenario is the common case and not an
exception of the rule.

At the network layer we also show that in the presence of a
node’s mobility, reducing the transmission range as a means
to increase the network capacity could be harmful to the
available capacity remaining for nodes. The trade-off
between network connectivity and network capacity presents
a very interesting paradigm: is it possible to maintain low
overhead for the routing protocol while at the same time
provide higher capacity to the nodes in the network?

Following the design and performance of common-range
transmission MANET-type routing protocols the answer is
“no,” unless a different method for discovering and main-
taining routes that departs from common transmission range
broadcast technique is used. Recently, there has been some
initial work in this area [5], [14], [15] that provides variable-
range transmission support for routing protocol operation.

Most ad hoc network designs simply borrow MAC
protocols designed for wireless LAN operation. IEEE 802.11,
as well as most CSMA MAC protocols, use a common-range
transmission and are not flexible enough to exploit the
spectral reuse potential of the network. In general, nodes
transmitting with lower transmission power levels may not
be noticed by nodes transmitting with higher transmission

power levels and, as a result, collisions may be difficult to
avoid. Fortunately, there are some new proposals in MAC
design that remove this limitation and take full advantage
of the spectral reuse potential acquired when using
dynamic power control [11].

6 RELATED WORK

In what follows, we discuss how our contribution discussed
in this paper contrasts with the related work in the area. The
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work by Gupta and Kumar [7], [8] on the mathematical
foundations of common-range transmission in wireless
ad hoc networks represents the seminal related research
in this area. In this paper, we take a similar approach to
Gupta and Kumar but consider variable-range transmission
in contrast to common-range transmission.

The work presented in this paper on the bounds of
variable-range transmissions in wireless ad hoc networks
uses traditional graph theory. In particular, we used the
theory explaining the behavior of minimum spanning trees
(MST) to compute the weight of a minimum spanning tree
[18]. In the work described in [1], the authors discuss the
impact on TCP throughput on the number of forwarding
nodes in static wireless ad hoc networks for unreliable links.
In [3], the authors study the throughput capacity of wireless
multihop networks for UDP traffic.

Systems based on common-range transmission control
like MANET protocols [10] usually assume homogeneously
distributed nodes. As discussed earlier, such a regime raises
a number of concerns and is an impractical assumption in
real networks. The authors in [14] and [19] discuss this
problem and propose different methods to control the
transmission power levels in order to control the network
topology. The work in [14] and [19] is concerned with
controlling the connectivity of nonhomogeneous networks,
but it does not provide a mathematical description of the
problem space and ignores the power savings and traffic-
carrying capacity aspects of the problem. We address these
issues in this paper.

In [17], the authors present several link cost functions
that take into account the power reserves of mobile nodes.
The work in [5], [15] intuitively suggests that a variable-
range transmission approach can outperform a common-
range transmission approach in terms of power savings,
however, no definite analytical results are provided. In [15],
wireless-enabled nodes discover energy-efficient routes to
neighboring nodes and then use the shortest path Bellman-
Ford algorithm to discover routes to other nodes in the
network. The PARO protocol [5] uses redirectors to break
longer-range transmissions into a set of smaller-range
transmissions.

Mobility management in cellular and mobile networks is
concerned with the rate of cellular/mobile nodes crossing
cell boundaries. In most MANET routing protocols,
mobility analysis relies on simulations [2] due to the lack
of a mobility model for this environment. For the specific
case of route discovery, the work by [12] shows that the
inherited space-waste involved while flooding the network
with broadcast messages. However, no comprehensive
mobility management analysis is presented. To the best of
our knowledge, our analysis of mobility management is a
first attempt at modeling the various aspects of mobility in
multihop wireless ad hoc networks.

7 CONCLUSION

There has been little analysis in the literature that quantifies
the pros and cons of common-range and variable-range
transmission control on the physical and network layer
connectivity. In this paper, we provide new insights beyond
the literature that strongly support the development of new

variable-range transmission-based routing protocols. Our

results indicate that a variable-range transmission approach

can outperform a common-range transmission approach in

terms of power savings and increased capacity. We derive

an asymptotic expression for the computation of the

average variable-range transmission and traffic capacity in

wireless ad hoc networks. We show that the use of a

variable-range transmission-based routing protocol uses

lower transmission power and increases capacity compared

with common-range transmission approaches. We also

derive expressions for the route-discovery and maintenance

phases of an ideal on-demand routing protocol. We show

that there is an optimum setting for the transmission range,

not necessarily the minimum, which maximizes the

capacity available to nodes in the presence of node mobility.

These results motivate the need to study, design, imple-

ment, and analyze new routing protocols based on variable-

range transmission approaches that can exploit the theore-

tical power savings and improve capacity indicated by the

results presented in this paper.
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